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Have you ever heard something go bump in the night and wondered if someone was there? Only to

go looking for the cause of the noise and find nothing at all. Or how about unexplainably feeling like

youâ€™re being watched when youâ€™re completely alone? Things disappearing for no reason or

strange ghostly footsteps in the hall? This book is a collage of short stories about a few of the

otherworldly experiences Iâ€™ve had. Although they are not movie worthy, you may find them

interesting. All the stories are %100 true. Nothing has been added for dramatic effect.
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Willow CrossHaunted: 100% Totally True Ghost StoriesHaunted I & II combinedHaunted IA collage

of short stories about a few of the otherworldly experiences the author has encountered.It doesn't

matter if you believe in ghosts or not, this book is still enjoyable to read. I get a little creeped out with

ghost stories so read this in a well lit room during the day - it still managed to send shivers down my

spine.Short and quick to read, its well written and full of humour, whilst containing enough of the

supernatural to make you wonder.Haunted IIAs with Haunted, this book gave me shivers. Whether

you believe in ghosts or not, this collection of short stories will make you think twice about every

bump you hear in the night. It's quick to read, incredibly well written and definitely put me off ever

going near a Ouija board.I received a copy of this book from the author in exchange for an honest

review.



Get your SPOOK on!Are you looking a good scare? or two or three or more?If you are indeed

looking for a spine tingling tale...these should do it for you. Willow has brought the BOO! or two (or

three or four) in these stories for sure.I already owned both of these in ebook, & I am thrilled to now

have them in Print!! This book gave me that warm cozy feeling of chillin' on the couch enjoying a

cup of hot cocoa with a long time friend while exchanging ghost stories...and then...BOO!!!! Scared

the crap out of me!! Even after reading them previously. ;)Each of these stories is short & definitely

packs a punch. A bit of advice though...don't read this at night unless you like wondering what that

shadow in the corner is...or have Willow's number on sped dial!! LOLz

Totally true Ghost StoriesHauntedBook I and II combined paperback I have read both the e-books

and the paperback and loved this. Willow Cross shares the experiences she has had with hauntings

occurring in places that she has lived. The Protector kept an enraged attacker from breaking down a

door to attack her and her friend, was it a ghost, a miracle or both. The Ouija board experience that

she shares will help you to decide if this is really a parlor game or does it open doors to the beyond.

You will then have to decide it this is worth the haunting. Then their was the cat Witz that could

sense supernatural guests before others in the room were aware. I love stories of the supernatural

and I love real life ones even more than the imaginary. I can't recommend this book enough.

Remember just because you don't see them doesn't mean they aren't there. Willow has shared

experiences that are definitely stories that you will like to read.Bella Doerres 01/05/2013Haunted:

100% Totally True Ghost Stories

This is by far the best ghost stories I have ever read. Left me with shivers down my spine. And I'm

not usually that easily spooked by old ghost stories. Creepy goodness right down to the last word. I

am looking forward to reading my more of your works.

This is a special edition with I and II combined. It was double the spooky. These kind of things

happen everyday and people just brush it off, but Willow didn't. These many different stories

definitely had me second guessing every noise I would hear in the middle of the night. Great Read!!

10*s. I received an eARC copy of this book in return for an honest review. I LOVED this book, but I

think I am going to make sure my nightlights are working properly! Thank you Willow!!

Its is an easy written book that has ghost stories that you will enjoy and keep you on the edge.



However, its a small thin paperback book thats over priced for the $11.99 I paid for it that included

shipping and handling charges.

I thought this book would offer different stories from various witnesses, but all the stories are from

ms. crosses own encounters! by the time I read to the third chapter she had either witnessed

ghostly in a friendly manner or she had been chased out of her house on three different occasions! I

think ms. cross is either an egotist who wants to be the center of all her stories, or she is in serious

need of an exorcist! this book is only 75 pages but seemed much longer!
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